Looking for a fun, easy way for students to become fluent in medical terminology? Try out MyLab Medical Terminology. This dynamic digital platform from Pearson helps students master medical terminology with engaging practice.

It features outstanding interactive study games that capture and hold student interest while focusing on word building, spelling, pronunciation, anatomy and physiology. Additional features include dynamic study modules, Pearson, e text and more all built to make teaching easier and more effective.

Not only do you have the flexibility to create your own assignments, but you'll also have access to a wealth of critical information about your students' progress. Conveniently, on the course homepage, you'll find details and data on course notifications, class statistics for completed work, recent grade book results, upcoming assignments, and more. Thanks to the help of MyLab’s many features, instructors and students report success, teaching and learning skills.

With pronounce and spell, students engage with medical terminology in various ways. For example, they can view an image and listen to the pronunciation.

Gastrocnemius.

They can also record and playback their pronunciation.

Gastrocnemius.

And built in technology immediately assesses and scores their pronunciation so they can continue to improve. With recent updates, interactive games now have better functionality and an improved user experience. The refreshed games focus on labeling, matching, word surgery and word part prescription, improving student learning.

Personalized adaptive learning helps students streamline and optimize their study sessions. Dynamic study modules adapt to students' performance by responding to their strengths and weaknesses. As they go, learners build confidence and deepen their understanding. Dynamic study modules are also available in a mobile app so that students can study on their schedule even when they're offline. Learners also receive a personalized study plan based on their performance on assignments.

With Pearson e-text, students can access their text anytime and anywhere. Within this personalized reading experience, learners can highlight and take notes from their desktop or mobile app, both on and offline.
Health care students with a mastery of medical terminology. Instructors who prepare them for success. That's the power of MyLab Medical Terminology. To learn more, contact your Pearson rep.